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With this work we elaborate on the physics of quantum noise in thermal equilibrium and in
stationary nonequilibrium. Starting out from the celebrated quantum fluctuation-dissipation theorem
we discuss some important consequences that must hold for open, dissipative quantum systems in
thermal equilibrium. The issue of quantum dissipation is exemplified with the fundamental problem
of a damped harmonic quantum oscillator. The role of quantum fluctuations is discussed in the
context of both, the nonlinear generalized quantum Langevin equation and the path integral ap-
proach. We discuss the consequences of the time-reversal symmetry for an open dissipative quan-
tum dynamics and, furthermore, point to a series of subtleties and possible pitfalls. The path integral
methodology is applied to the decay of metastable states assisted by quantum Brownian noise.
© 2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1853631g

This work deals with the description of quantum Brown-
ian motion in linear and nonlinear quantum systems that
exhibit frictional influences. The symmetries of thermal
equilibrium impose severe constraints on the time evolu-
tion properties of open quantum systems. These lead to a
quantum generalization of the classical Einstein relation
that connects friction with the strength of thermal quan-
tum fluctuations. There exist a variety of theoretical
roadways to model quantum dissipation. Here, we discuss
the topic for the prominent case of a damped harmonic
oscillator upon combining thermodynamics and linear re-
sponse theory. A dissipative nonlinear quantum dynamics
can be dealt with a generalized quantum Langevin equa-
tion, a path integral formulation, or in terms of a gener-
alized quantum master equation for the corresponding
reduced dynamics. We illustrate the situation for the
problem of the dissipative decay out of a metastable state.
Furthermore, we point out a series of subtleties, pitfalls
and shortcomings that one must be aware of when con-
fronted with the world of quantum noise driven
phenomena.

I. INTRODUCTION

Albert Einstein explained the phenomenon of Brownian
motion in hisannus mirabilisof 1905 by use of statistical
methods which he ingeniously combined with the laws of
thermodynamics.1 In this pioneering work he as well pro-
vided a first link between the dissipative forces and the im-
peding thermal fluctuations, known as theEinstein relation
which relates the strength of diffusion to the friction. This
intimate connection between dissipation and related fluctua-
tions was put on a firm basis much later when Nyquist2 and
Johnson3 considered the spectral density of voltage- and
current-fluctuations.

What role do quantum mechanics and the associated
quantum fluctuations play in this context? After the birth of
quantum mechanics in the early 1920’s we can encounter in
the very final paragraph of the 1928 paper by Nyquist for the
first time the introduction of quantum mechanical noise via

the substitution of the energykBT from the classical equipar-
tition law4 by the thermally averaged quantum energysbut
leaving out the zero point energy contributiond of the har-
monic oscillator. Nyquist’s remark thus constitutes a precur-
sor of the celebrated work by Callen and Welton5 who gen-
eralized the relations by Einstein, Nyquist, and Johnson to
include quantum effects: In their work they put forward a
generally valid connection between the response function
and the associated quantum fluctuations in equilibrium, the
quantum fluctuation-dissipation theorem.

Without doubt, quantum fluctuations constitute a promi-
nent noise source in many nanoscale and biological systems.
For example, the tunnelling and the transfer of electrons,
quasiparticles, and alike, is assisted by noise for which the
quantum naturecannot be neglected. The features of this
noise change drastically as a function of temperature: At suf-
ficiently high temperatures a crossover does occur to classi-
cal Johnson–Nyquist noise.

With this work we shall present various methods and
schemes of modelling quantum Brownian motion from first
principles. In particular, the thermal noise must at all times
obey the quantum version of the fluctuation-dissipation theo-
rem sà la Callen-Weltond. This latter property is necessary in
order to be consistent with the second law of thermodynam-
ics and the principle ofsquantumd detailed balance. We
elaborate on several alternative but equivalent methods to
describe quantum noise and quantum Brownian motion per
se: These are the functional integral method for dissipative
quantum systems6,7 and time-dependent driven quantum
systems,8 the quantum Langevinsoperatord approach,9 sto-
chastic schemes,10,11or the concept of stochastic Schrödinger
equations.12 In doing so, we call attention to distinct differ-
ences to the classical situation and, as well, identify a series
of delicate pitfalls which must be observed when making
even innocent looking approximations. Such pitfalls involve,
among others, the rotating-wave approximation, the use of
quasiclassical Langevin forces, the quantum regression hy-
pothesis and/or the Markov approximation.6,8,13
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II. THE QUANTUM FLUCTUATION-DISSIPATION
THEOREM AND ITS IMPLICATIONS

As already mentioned, in 1951 Callen and Welton
proved a pivotal relation between equilibrium fluctuations
and dissipative transport coefficients. Note also that this
quantum fluctuation-dissipation relation holds true indepen-
dent of particle statistics. The following cornerstone achieve-
ments can be found in this primary work:5

s1d The generalization of the classical Nyquist’s formula to
the quantum case;

s2d the quantum mechanical proof that susceptibilities are
related to the spectral densities of symmetrized correla-
tion functions.

For a single degree of freedom,linear response theory
yields for the change of the expectation value of an operator-
valued observableB due to the action of asclassicald force
Fstd that couples to the conjugate dynamical operatorA

kdBstdl =E
−`

t

dsxBAst − sdFssd. s1d

Here, dBstd=Bstd−kBl0 denotes the difference with respect
to the thermal equilibrium averagekBl0 in the absence of the
force. The reaction of the system is contained in the response
function xBAstd with a so-called dissipative part

xBA
d std =

1

2i
fxBAstd − xABs− tdg. s2d

The Fourier transform ofxBA
d std will be denoted byx̃BA

d svd. It
is worth noting here that only whenA=B does this part in
fact coincide with the imaginary part of the complex-valued
susceptibilityx̃BA9 svd.

The fluctuations are described by the equilibrium corre-
lation function

CBAstd = kdBstddAs0dlb s3d

at inverse temperatureb=1/kBT. The correlation function is
complex-valued because the operatorsBstd andAs0d in gen-
eral do not commute. While the antisymmetric part ofCBAstd
is directly related to the response function by linear response
theory, the power spectrum of thesymmetrizedcorrelation
function

SBAstd = 1
2kdBstddAs0d + dAs0ddBstdl s4d

depends on the Fourier transform of the dissipative part of
the response function via

SBAsvd = " cothS "v

2kBT
Dx̃BA

d svd. s5d

This result is the quantum version of the fluctuation-
dissipation theorem as it relates the fluctuations described by
SBAsvd to the dissipative partx̃BA

d svd of the response.
In the spirit of the work by Nyquist and Johnson we

consider as an example the response of a currentdI through
an electric circuit subject to a voltage changedV. This im-
plies B= I and, because the voltage couples to the chargeQ,
A=Q. The response of the circuit is determined bydIsvd

=YsvddVsvd where the admittanceYsvd is identical to the

susceptibilityxIQsvd. As a consequence ofI =Q̇, the symme-
trized power spectrum of the current fluctuations is given by
SIIsvd= ivSIQsvd so that we obtain

SIIsvd = "v cothS "v

2kBT
DReYsvd

= 2F"v

2
+

"v

eb"v − 1
GReYsvd. s6d

In the high temperature limitkBT@"v, we recover the
results of Nyquist and Johnson, i.e.SIIsvd→2kBT ReYsvd.
For the Markovian limit of an Ohmic resistor, whereYsvd
=1/R, this result simplifies to readSIIsvd=2kBT/R. The
quantum version was already anticipated by Nyquist in the
last paragraph of his 1928 paper.2 However, he made use of
the original expression of Planck which yields only the sec-
ond contribution present in the lower line ofs6d. Nyquist
thus missed the first term arising from the vacuum energy
which already appears in a paper by Planck published in
1911.14

On the other hand, in the extreme quantum limitkBT
!"v, we find thatSIIsvd→"v ReYsvd. In particular, this
implies that atzero frequencythe spectral weight of the cur-
rent fluctuations vanishes in the generic case where the ad-
mittance does not exhibit an infrared divergence.

We cannot emphasize enough that the quantum
fluctuation-dissipation relations5d and corresponding impli-
cations hold true for any isolated, closed quantum system.
Thus, upon contracting the dynamics in full phase space onto
a reduced description of an open quantum system exhibiting
dissipation these relations hold true nevertheless. Therefore,
care must be taken when invoking approximations in order to
avoid any violation of these rigorous relations. We next con-
sider the role of quantum dissipation for an exactly solvable
situation: the damped quantum harmonic oscillator dynam-
ics.

III. QUANTUM DISSIPATION: THE DAMPED
HARMONIC OSCILLATOR

A. Equilibrium correlation functions

Let us next consider the most fundamental case of a
simple open quantum system, namely, the damped harmonic
oscillator. This problem could be tackled by setting up a
microscopic model describing the coupling to environmental
degrees of freedom to which energy can be transferred irre-
versibly, thus giving rise to dissipation. Such an approach
will be introduced in Sec. IV A. On the other hand, the lin-
earity of the damped harmonic oscillator allows us as alter-
native to proceed on a phenomenological level. This ap-
proach is closely related to the usual classical procedure
where damping is frequently introduced by adding in the
equation of motion a force proportional to the velocity.

Classically, the motion of a harmonic oscillator subject
to linear friction is determined by
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Mq̈ + ME
−`

t

dsgst − sdq̇ssd + Mv0
2q = 0. s7d

In the example of an electric circuit mentioned in the previ-
ous section, a damping kernelgstd with memory would cor-
respond to a frequency-dependent admittance. In the special
case of ohmic friction corresponding toYsvd=1/R, the
damping force is proportional to the velocity of the harmonic
oscillator, so that the equation of motion reads

Mq̈ + Mgq̇ + Mv0
2q = 0. s8d

In s7d ands8d the mass, frequency, and position of the oscil-
lator are denoted byM, v0, andq, respectively. Due to the
Ehrenfest theorem, the equation of motions7d is still valid in
the quantum regime if we replaceq by its expectation value.
As a consequence, the quantum mechanical dynamic suscep-
tibility agrees with the classical expression15,16

xqqsvd =
1

M

1

− v2 − ivg̃svd + v0
2 , s9d

where g̃svd denotes the Fourier transform of the damping
kernelgstd.

As mentioned before, the response function directly
yields the antisymmetric part of the position autocorrelation
function Cqqstd. It therefore suffices to discuss the symme-
trized partSqqstd defined according tos4d. Furthermore, our
linear system with linear damping represents a stationary
Gaussian process so that all higher order correlation func-
tions may be expressed in terms of second order correlation
functions.15 In addition, equilibrium correlation functions
containing momentum operatorsp can be reduced to position
correlation functions by means ofp=Mq̇. The dynamics of
the damped harmonic oscillator can therefore entirely be de-
scribed by the response function, i.e., the Fourier transform
of s9d andSqqstd.

6,15,16

In the case of Ohmic damping,g̃svd=g, the position
autocorrelation can be explicitly evaluated from the
fluctuation-dissipation theorems5d. The inverse Fourier
transform into the time domain is determined by the poles on
the right-hand side. The dissipative part of the dynamic sus-
ceptibility leads to four poles atv= ± sv± ig /2d with v
=sv0

2−g2/4d1/2 which contribute to the correlation function
Sqqstd at all temperatures. At sufficiently low temperatures,
the poles of the hyperbolic cotangent atv= ± inn with the
Matsubara frequenciesnn=2pn/"b become important as
well. After performing the contour integration ins5d, one
arrives at6,15,16

Sqqstd =
"

2Mv
expS−

g

2
utuD

3
sinhs"bvdcossvtd + sins"bg/2dsinsvutud

coshs"bvd − coss"bg/2d

−
2g

Mb
o
n=1

`
nn exps− nnutud

snn
2 + v0

2d2 − g2nn
2 . s10d

In the limit of high temperatures the second term van-
ishes and the first term yields the classical correlation func-

tion. Quantum corrections to this term are relevant at tem-
peratures of the order"v0/kB or below, and these corrections
may be obtained from weak coupling theories like the quan-
tum master equation approach.17–20 However, there is an-
other regime at temperatures below"g /4pkB. Here, the sec-
ond term may initially be small, but nevertheless it may
dominate the long-time behavior of the correlation function.
This becomes particularly apparent in the limit of zero tem-
perature where the exponential functions in the second term
in Eq. s10d sum up to an algebraic long-time behavior, i.e.,
Sqqstd=−s"g /pMv0

4dt−2. Its relevance for the dynamical evo-
lution of the damped harmonic oscillator depends on the de-
tails of the initial preparation.21 Although the algebraic decay
results from the zero temperature limit it can also be ob-
served at low, but finite temperatures during intermediate
times before an exponential decay with time constantn1 sets
in.22 The occurrence of additional time scales besidesg at
low temperatures leads to shortcomings with the quantum
regression hypothesis and allows for the decay of correla-
tions on time scales longer thang.13

B. The reduced density matrix and the partition
function

In the previous section, we have seen that the dynamics
of a damped harmonic oscillator can be fully described in
terms of the position autocorrelation functions10d and its
time derivatives as well as thesclassicald response function.
If one is interested only in equilibrium expectation values of
arbitrary operators acting in the Hilbert space of the har-
monic oscillator, it is sufficient to know the reduced density
matrix. By means of arguments analogous to the dynamic
case presented in the previous section, the reduced density
matrix can only depend on second moments of position and
momentum,kq2lb and kp2lb, respectively. The equilibrium
density matrix then necessarily takes the form6

rbsq,q8d =
1

s2pkq2ld1/2

3expF−
sq + q8d2

8kq2lb

−
kp2lb

"2 sq − q8d2G . s11d

The second moments are found to read

kq2lb =
1

Mb
o

n=−`

+`
1

v0
2 + nn

2 + unnuĝsunnud
s12d

and

kp2lb =
M

b
o

n=−`

+`
v0

2 + unnuĝsunnud
v0

2 + nn
2 + unnuĝsunnud

, s13d

where we have introduced the Laplace transform of the
damping kernel

ĝszd =E
0

`

dt exps− ztdgstd. s14d

We note that for strictly Ohmic damping the second mo-
ment of the momentums13d exhibits a logarithmic diver-
gence which can be removed by introducing a finite memory
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to the damping mechanism. For finite coupling to the envi-
ronment, i.e., for finite damping strengthg, the reduced den-
sity matrix s11d obviously does not agree with the canonical
density matrix exps−bHSd at the same temperature, whereHS

denotes the Hamiltonian of the undamped harmonic oscilla-
tor.

In order to get an idea of the deviation of the true re-
duced density matrix from the canonical one, we consider
the leading corrections to the second moment of the position
due to the finite coupling to the environment. Expanding in
orders of the damping strengthg, we obtain for Ohmic
damping

kq2lbsgd
kq2lbsg = 0d

= 1 +
g

pv0
Dq + Osg2d s15d

with

Dq =
"bv0

2p

Im c8Si
"bv0

2p
D

cothS"bv0

2
D . s16d

Here, c8 denotes the first derivative of the digamma func-
tion. The correctionDq is depicted in Fig. 1 as a function of
temperature. We find that the leading corrections are particu-
larly important in the quantum regime,kBT!"v0, while in
the classical regime the corrections to the canonical density
matrix are negligible.

As we have already mentioned, a finite memory time of
the damping kernel or, equivalently, a finite cutoff frequency
vD for the environmental mode spectrum is needed in order
to keep the second moment of the momentums13d finite. If
vD@v0,g, the corrections to the canonical density matrix
for weak coupling will only be small if the temperature is
larger than the cutoff frequency, i.e.,kBT@"vD.

The differences between the correct reduced density ma-
trix s11d and the canonical one are also reflected in the par-
tition function. Without specifying a microscopic model for
the environment, the partition functionZ for the damped
harmonic oscillator can be obtained by the requirement that
it generates the second moment of position according to15

kq2lb = −
1

Mbv0

d

dv0
lnsZd. s17d

This leads to the product representation of the partition func-
tion, i.e.,

Z =
1

"bv0
p
n=1

`
nn

2

nn
2 + nnĝsnnd + v0

2 . s18d

The properties of this partition function become more
transparent if one relates it to a density of statesrsEd accord-
ing to23

Zsbd =E
0

`

dErsEdexps− bEd. s19d

The factors"bv0d−1 in s18d can then be interpreted in terms
of the average density of statess"v0d−1 indicated in Fig. 2 as
a dotted line. We further note that the partition function di-
verges for strict Ohmic damping. However, it can be shown
that this divergence is entirely due to a divergence of the
ground state energye0 in the presence of Ohmic
dissipation.24 In contrast, for a bath with a spectral density
possessing a high-frequency cutoff,e0 emerges to be finite
fsee Eq.s1.191d in Ref. 24g. For large cutoff frequencies, the
poles of the partition function, which determine the density
of states, can then be determined from the conditionnn

2

+gnn+v0
2=0. These poles give rise to a density of states

which for weak damping exhibits narrow peaks whose width
is in agreement with the result from Fermi’s Golden Rule.
Figure 2 depicts an example forg /v0=0.1. In view of the
remark made before, the density of states is shifted by the
ground state energy. In addition, a delta peak at the ground
state energy has been omitted. With increasing damping
strength, the peaks broaden so that for sufficiently strong
damping a rather featureless density of states results which
decreases with increasing energy to the average density of
statesscf. Fig. 3 in Ref. 23d.

FIG. 1. The weak coupling correctionDq to kq2lb according tos16d is
depicted as a function of the temperatureT. For kBT@"v0, the correction
becomes negligible.

FIG. 2. The density of states defined by inversion of the relations19d for a
weakly damped harmonic oscillator withg=0.1v0 exhibits broadened peaks
close to the energiese0+n"v0. A delta function at the ground state energye0

is not shown explicitly. The dotted line represents the average density of
states.
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IV. DISSIPATION IN NONLINEAR QUANTUM
SYSTEMS: THE GENERALIZED QUANTUM LANGEVIN
EQUATION „QLE…

A. Bath of oscillators

For nonlinear systems the arguments given in the previ-
ous section no longer apply. In particular, second-order cor-
relation functions are not sufficient anymore to completely
describe the damped system. An alternative approach to
quantum dissipative systems starting from a Hamiltonian at
first sight does not seem feasible because the absence of
time-dependent forces implies energy conservation. How-
ever, as we will see below, once it is realized that dissipation
arises from the coupling to other degrees of freedom, it is
straightforward to model a damped quantum system in terms
of a Hamiltonian.

A well known technique to describe a statistical dynam-
ics governed by fluctuations is given by the method of gen-
eralized master equations and the methodology of general-
ized Langevin equations. This strategy is by now well
developed forthermal equilibrium systems. Here the projec-
tor operator technique17–20,25yields a clear-cut method to ob-
tain the formal equations, either thesgenerally nonlineard
generalized quantum Langevin equationsQLEd or thegener-
alized quantum master equationsQMEd for the rate of
change of the reduced density matrix.

Already for the case of relaxation towards a unique ther-
mal equilibrium specified by a single temperatureT, the
equivalence between the two approaches is not very
transparent.26 A crucial role is played by the fluctuational
force which explicitly enters the equivalence, such as corre-
sponding cumulant averages to an arbitrary high order. This
fact is not appreciated generally, because one often restricts
the discussion to the first two cumulants only, namely the
average and its autocorrelation. It is a fact that little is known
about the connection of the generalized master equation and
the corresponding generalized Langevin equation in a non-
linear situation.26,27

A popular model for the dynamics of a dissipative quan-
tum system subject to quantum Brownian noise is obtained
by coupling the system of interest to a bath of harmonic
oscillators. Accordingly, we write for the total Hamiltonian

H =
p2

2M
+ Vsq,td

+ o
i=1

N F pi
2

2mi
+

mi

2
vi

2xi
2 − qcixi + q2 ci

2

2mivi
2G , s20d

where the first two terms describe the system as a particle of
mass M moving in a generally time-dependent potential
Vsq,td. The sum contains the Hamiltonian for a set ofN
harmonic oscillators which arebilinearly coupled with
strengthci to the system. Finally, the last term, which de-
pends only on the system coordinate, represents a potential
renormalization term which is needed to ensure thatVsq,td
remains the bare potential. This Hamiltonian has been stud-
ied since the early 1960’s for systems which are weakly
coupled to the environmental degrees of freedom.9,18–20,28–31

Only after 1980, it was realized by Caldeira and Leggett32

that this model is also applicable to strongly damped systems
and may be employed to describe, for example, dissipative
tunnelling in solid state physics and chemical physics.31

One may convince oneself that the Hamiltonians20d in-
deed models dissipation. Making use of the solution of the
Heisenberg equations of motion for the external degrees of
freedom33 one derives a reduced system operator equation of
motion, the so-called generalized quantum Langevin
equation9

Mq̈std + ME
t0

t

dsgst − sdq̇ssd +
dVsq,td

dq
= jstd s21d

with the damping kernel

gstd = gs− td =
1

M
o
i=1

N
ci

2

mivi
2 cossvitd s22d

and the quantum Brownian force operator

jstd = − Mgst − t0dqst0d + o
i=1

N

ciSxist0dcossvift − t0gd

+
pist0d
mivi

sinsvift − t0gdD . s23d

The generalized quantum Langevin equations21d appears
first in a paper by Magalinski�9 who started froms20d in the
absence of the potential renormalization term.

The force operators23d depends explicitly on the initial
conditions at timet0 of the bath position operatorsxist0d and
bath momentapist0d. The initial preparation of the total sys-
tem, which fixes the statistical properties of the bath opera-
tors and the system degrees of freeedom, turns the forcejstd
into a random operator. Note that this operator depends not
only on the bath properties but as well on the initial system
position qst0d. To fully specify the reduced dynamics it is
thus of importance to specify the preparation procedure. This
in turn then also fixes the statistical properties of the quan-
tum Brownian noise. Clearly, in order to qualify as a stochas-
tic force the random forcejstd should not be biased; i.e. its
average should be zero at all times. Moreover, this Brownian
quantum noise should constitute astationary process with
time-homogeneous correlations.

Let us also introduce the auxiliary random forcehstd,
defined by

hstd = jstd + Mgst − t0dqst0d s24d

which only involves bath operators. In terms of this new
random force the QLEs21d no longer assumes the form of an
ordinary generalized Langevin equation: it now contains an
inhomogeneous termgst− t0dqst0d, the initial slip term.24,27

This term is often neglected in the so-called “Markovian
limit” when the friction kernel assumes the Ohmic form
gstd→2gdstd. For a correlation-free preparation, the initial
total density matrix is given by the productrT=rSst0drbath,
whererSst0d is the initial system density matrix. The density
matrix of the bath alone assumes canonical equilibrium, i.e.,
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rbath=
1

N expS− bo
i=1

N F pi
2

2mi
+

mi

2
vi

2xi
2GD , s25d

with N denoting a normalization constant.
The statistical properties of the random forcehstd then

follow immediately:hstd is a stationaryGaussian operator
noiseobeying

khstdlrbath
= 0, s26d

Shhst − sd = 1
2khstdhssd + hssdhstdlrbath

=
"

2o
i=1

N
ci

2

mivi
cossvist − sddcothS "vi

2kBT
D . s27d

Being an operator-valued noise, its commutator does not
vanish

fhstd,hssdg = − i"o
i=1

N
ci

2

mivi
sinsvist − sdd. s28d

Setting for the initial position operatorqst0d=q0, the last
expression ins27d is also valid for the noise correlationSjjstd
of the noise forcejstd provided the average is now taken
with respect to a bath density matrix which contains shifted
oscillators. The initial preparation of the bath is then given
by the new density matrixr̂bath;

r̂bath=
1

N expH− bo
i
F pi

2

2mi
+

mivi
2

2
Sxi −

ci

mivi
2q0D2GJ .

s29d

In some physical situations a microscopic model for the
external degrees of freedom is available.31,34 Examples are
the electromagnetic modes in a resonator acting as a reser-
voir or the dissipation arising from quasiparticle tunnelling
through Josephson junctions.35 In the case of an electrical
circuit containing a resistor one may use the classical equa-
tion of motion to obtain the damping kernel and model the
environment accordingly. This approach has been used, e.g.,
to model Ohmic dissipation in Josephson junctions in order
to study its influence on tunnelling processes,36 and to de-
scribe the influence of an external impedance in the charge
dynamics of ultrasmall tunnel junctions.37

This scheme of the QLE can also be extended to the
nonequilibrium case with the system attached to two baths of
different temperature.38 A most recent application addresses
the problem of the thermal conductance through molecular
wires that are coupled to leads of different temperature. Then
the heat current assumes a form similar to the Landauer for-
mula for electronic transport: The heat current is given in
terms of a transmission factor times the difference of corre-
sponding Bose functions.39

Furthermore, the QLE concept can also be extended to
fermionicsystems coupled to electron reservoirs and which,
in addition, may be exposed to time-dependent driving.40

The corresponding Gaussian quantum noise is now com-
posed of fermion annihilation operators.

B. Consequences of time-reversal symmetry

Let us now discuss some further properties of this QLE.
If the potentialVsq,td in s20d doesnot explicitly depend on
time t, the dynamics of the full Hamiltonians20d obeys time
reversal symmetry. It is thus an immediate consequence that
the reduced dynamics must be invariant under time reversal
as well. This must hold true despite the fact that the QLE has
been constructed to allow for a description of quantum dis-
sipation. It is thus instructive to see how the validity under
time reversal emerges from the contracted description in
terms of the QLE ins21d.

Given the time of preparationt0, reversing the time
amounts to substituting timet by t0−st− t0d=2t0− t. Using
again the random forcehstd we can recast the QLE dynamics
after the time reversal into the form

Mq̈s2t0 − td + ME
t0

2t0−t

dsgs2t0 − t − sdq̇ssd +
dVsqd

dq

= js2t0 − td = hs2t0 − td − gs2t0 − t − t0dqst0d. s30d

Setting next xstd=qs2t0− td and observing thatẋstd
=−q̇s2t0− td , ẍstd= q̈s2t0− td, we find after the substitution of
the integration timeu=2t0−s from s30d the result

Mẍstd + ME
t0

t

dugsu − tdẋsud +
dVsqd

dq

= js2t0 − td = hs2t0 − td − gst0 − tdxst0d. s31d

Noting that the damping kernel is an even function of its
argument,gsu− td=gst−ud, and that xst0d=qst0d, we find
upon changing all signs of the initial momentapist0d
→−pist0d for the noise forces the relationshs2t0− td=hstd
and js2t0− td=jstd. We conclude that the time reversed mo-
tion xstd=qs2t0− td indeed obeys again a QLE of the form
s21d. This even holds true in the Markovian limit where
gst−sd=2gdst−sd as one can convince oneself by smearing
out the delta function symmetrically. The QLE then reads for
all times t

Mq̈std + sgnst − t0dMgq̇std +
dVsqd

dq
= jstd, s32d

where sgnsxd denotes the sign ofx.
The dissipation is reflected by the fact that for timest

. t0 the reduced dynamics forqstd exhibits a damped
squantum-dbehavior on a time scale given by the Poincaré
recurrence time;41,42 the latter reaches essentially infinity for
all practical purposes if only the bath consists of a sizable
number of bath oscillator degrees of freedom.31,41

C. Subtleties and pitfalls

The use of the generally nonlinear QLEs21d is limited in
practice for several reasons. Moreover, the application of the
QLE bears some subtleties and pitfalls which must be ob-
served when making approximations. Some important fea-
tures are: The QLEs21d is an operator equation that acts in
the full Hilbert space of system and bath. The coupling be-
tween system and environment also implies an entanglement
upon time evolution even for the case of an initially factor-
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izing full density matrix. Together with the commutator
property of quantum Brownian motion, see Eq.s28d, we find
that the reduced, dissipative dynamics of the position opera-
tor qstd and momentum operatorpstd obey the Heisenberg
uncertainty relation for all times.

This latter feature is crucial. For example, the non-
Markovian scoloredd Gaussian quantum noise with real-
valued correlationSjjstd=Sjjs−td cannot simply be substi-
tuted by aclassical non-Markovian Gaussian noise force
which identically obeys the correlation properties ofsGauss-
iand quantum noisejstd. An approximation of this type
clearly would not satisfy the commutator property for posi-
tion and conjugate momentum of the system degrees of free-
dom.

The literature is full of various attempts wherein one
approximates the quantum features by corresponding colored
classical noise sources, e.g., see Refs. 43–45. Such schemes
work at best near a quasiclassical limit,44,46 but even then
care must be exercised. For example, for problems that ex-
hibit an exponential sensitivity, as, e.g., the dissipative decay
of a metastable state discussed in the next section, such an
approach gives no exact agreement with the quantum dissi-
pative theory.31,34 It is only in the classical high temperature
limit, where the commutator structure of quantum mechanics
no longer influences the result. Perfect agreement is only
achieved in the classical limit.

The study of quantum friction in a nonlinear quantum
system by means of the QLEs21d is plagued by the fact that
the nonlinearity forbids an explicit solution. This solution,
however, is needed to obtain the statistical properties such as
mean values and correlation functions. Thissunknownd non-
linear response function also determines the derivation of the
rate of change of the reduced density operator, i.e. the QME,
and its solution for the open quantum system.

The very fact that the QLE acts infull Hilbert space of
system and environment also needs to be distinguished from
the classical case of a generalized Langevin equation. There,
the stochastic dynamics acts solely on the state space of the
system dynamics with thesclassicald noise properties speci-
fied a priori.47

The quantum noise correlations can, despite the explicit
microscopic expression given ins27d, be expressed solely by
the macroscopic friction kernelgstd. This result follows upon
noting that the Laplace transformĝszd of the macroscopic
friction assumes with Rez.0 the form

ĝszd =
1

2M
o
i=1

N
ci

2

mivi
2F 1

z− ivi
+

1

z+ ivi
G . s33d

With help of the well known relation 1/sx+ i0+d=Ps1/xd
− ipdsxd we find that

Reĝsz= − iv + 0+d

=
p

2M
o
i=1

N
ci

2

mivi
2fdsv − vid + dsv + vidg. s34d

By means ofs27d we then find the useful relation

Sjjstd = Shhstd

=
M

p
E

0

`

dv Reĝs− iv + 0+d"v cothS "v

2kBT
Dcossvtd.

s35d

In the classical limit this relation reduces, independent of
the preparation of the bath withr or r̂, to the non-Markovian
Einstein relationSjjstd=MkBTgstd. The relations35d is by no
means obvious: It implies that a modelling of quantum dis-
sipation is possible in terms of macroscopic quantities such
as the friction kernelgstd and the temperatureT. For other
coupling schemes between system and bath we generally can
no longer express the correlation of quantum noise exclu-
sively in terms of macroscopic transport coefficients. As an
example we mention the coupling of the system to a bath of
two-level systemssspin bathd rather than to a bath of har-
monic oscillators.48

Note, also the following differences to the classical situ-
ation of a generalized Langevin equation: The quantum noise
jstd is correlated with the initial position operatorqst0d.49

This feature thatkqst0djstdlr̂Þ0 follows from the explicit
form of the quantum noisejstd. The correlation function van-
ishes only in the classical limit. Note also that the expecta-
tion value of the system–bath interaction is finite at zero
temperature. These features reflect the fact that at absolute
zero temperature the coupling induces a nonvanishing deco-
herence via the zero-point fluctuations.

Moreover, the initial slip termgst− t0dqst0d appears also
in the absence of the potential renormalization in the Hamil-
tonian s20d. With this initial value contribution being ab-
sorbed into the quantum fluctuationjstd, these become sta-
tionary fluctuations with respect to the initial density
operator of the bathr̂bath given bys29d. Note, however, that
with respect to an average over the bare, nonshifted bath
density operatorrbath, the quantum fluctuationsjstd would
become nonstationary.

It is also worthwhile to point out here that this initial
value term in the QLE should not be confused with the initial
value term that enters the corresponding QME.17,18 In the
case of a classical reduced dynamics it is always
possible—by use of a corresponding projection operator—to
formally eliminate this initial, inhomogeneous contribution
in the generalized master equation.47,50 This in turn renders
the time evolution of the reduced probability a truly linear
dynamics. This property no longer holds for the reduced
quantum dynamics.51 For a non-factorizing initial prepara-
tion of system and bath this initial value contribution in the
QME generally is finite and presents a true nonlinearity for
the time evolution law of the open quantum dynamics!

There exist even further subtleties which are worthwhile
to point out. The friction enters formally the QLE just in the
same way as in the classical generalized Langevin equation.
In particular, a time-dependent potentialVsq,td leaves this
friction kernel invariant in the QLE. In contrast to the clas-
sical Markovian case, however, where the friction enters the
corresponding Fokker–Planck dynamics independent of the
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time scale of driving, this is no longer valid for the general-
ized quantum master equation dynamics of the correspond-
ing reduced density matrix.52,53

The solution of the QLE involves the explicit time-
dependence of both the friction and the potential forces.
These in turn determine the statistical properties of the den-
sity matrix. As a consequence, the friction force enters the
QME in a rather complex manner. This can already be veri-
fied explicitly for a parametric dissipative oscillator dynam-
ics, where the time-dependent driving enters the diffusive
kinetic evolution law of the reduced density operator or its
equivalent Wigner transform.52,53

For the bilinear system–bath interaction with the bath
composed of harmonic oscillators it was possible to integrate
out the degrees of freedom of the bath explicitly. Does this
hold as well for other interactions? The elimination of the
bath degrees of freedom is still possible for a nonlinear cou-
pling to a bath of harmonic oscillators if the system part of
the coupling is replaced by a nonlinear operator-valued func-
tion of either the momentum or position degree of freedom
of the system as long as the bath degrees of freedom appear
linearly. The resulting friction kernel then appears as a non-
linear friction but the influence of the bath degrees of free-
dom still is obtained in exact form.27

Yet another situation for which one can derive an exact
QLE is when a nonlinear system, such as a spin degree of
freedom, interacts with a collection of quantumsBosed oscil-
lators in such a way that the interaction Hamiltoniancom-
muteswith the system Hamiltonian, thus constituting a quan-
tum nondemolition interaction. This case corresponds to pure
dephasing and was addressed by Łuczka for the problem of a
spin in contact with a thermal heat bath.54 It has since been
rederived many times, see, e.g., Ref. 55.

We end this subsection by mentioning also the coupling
of a system to a bath of independent fermions with infinitely
many excitation energies. A suitable transformation then al-
lows to map the dissipation onto a bosonic environment with
an appropriate coupling strength.31,40,56

V. PATH INTEGRALS AND EFFECTIVE ACTION

A. Nonlocal effective action

A most effective approach to describe dissipation is
based on the path integral formulation of quantum
mechanics.57 In the path integral formulation of quantum
mechanics the propagator is expressed as

kqfuexpS−
i

"
HtDuqil =E

qs0d=qi

qstd=qf

Dq expS i

"
SfqgD , s36d

where the integral runs over all possible paths starting atqi

and ending after timet at qf. The paths are weighted with a
phase factor which contains the classical actionSfqg.

For the description of quantum dissipative systems it is
important to realize the analogy between the propagator and
the equilibrium density matrix. The latter is obtained by re-
placingt by −i"b. We thus obtain froms36d the path integral
representation of the equilibrium density matrix

rbsq,q8d =
1

Zb
E

qs0d=q8

qs"bd=q

Dq expS−
1

"
SEfqgD , s37d

where Zb is the partition function. This integral is called
imaginary-time path integral in contrast to the real-time path
integral s36d. Note that ins37d the actionSfqg has been re-
placed by the so-called Euclidean actionSEfqg which is ob-
tained by changing the sign of the potential term as a conse-
quence of the transition to imaginary times. In imaginary
time we therefore have to consider the motion in the inverted
potential.

The connection between classical and quantum mechan-
ics becomes particularly apparent in the path integral formu-
lation. The dominant contribution to the integrals ins36d and
s37d arise from the stationary points of the action, i.e., the
classical paths. Quantum effects have their origin in fluctua-
tions around the classical paths. Therefore, it is useful to
decompose a general path into the classical path and a fluc-
tuation around it. Expanding the action in powers of the fluc-
tuations the second order term yields the leading quantum
corrections. Higher order terms are often neglected within a
semiclassical approximation which becomes exact for linear
systems.

In the previous section we have derived an effective
equation of motion for the system variable by eliminating the
external degrees of freedom. The same procedure may of
course also be carried out within the path integral
formalism.6,31,34,58The influence of the environment is then
contained in an effective action which has to be added to the
action of the system and which in imaginary time is given
by6,31,34

Sefffqg = −
1

4
E

0

"b

dtE
0

"b

dskst − sdfqstd − qssdg2, s38d

where

kstd =
M

"b
o

n=−`

+`

unnuĝsunnudexpsinntd s39d

and ĝszd denotes the Laplace transform of the damping ker-
nel gstd. The effective actions38d is clearly nonlocal and can
thus not be expressed in terms of a potential. If the potential
renormalization term in the Hamiltonians20d would be ab-
sent, there would have been a local contribution ins38d. The
selfinteraction of the paths induced bys38d via the kernel
s39d decays for Ohmic damping only algebraically ast−2 and
therefore represents a long range interaction.

B. Application: The dissipative decay of a metastable
state

A local potential minimum may be metastable due to the
environmental coupling and quantum effects. Correspond-
ingly, there are two escape mechanisms: thermal activation
which dominates at high temperatures and quantum tunnel-
ling which becomes important at low temperatures. To be
definite, we consider the cubic potential
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Vsqd =
M

2
v0

2q2S1 −
q

q0
D s40d

which is depicted in Fig. 3. The barrier height is given by
Vb=s2/27dMv0

2q0
2 and, in this special case, the barrier angu-

lar frequencyvb equals the well angular frequencyv0.
In Fig. 4, the decay rate is shown in an Arrhenius plot.

At the so-called crossover temperatureT0, see Eq.s42d be-
low, there is a rather distinct transition between the thermal
regime on the left-hand side and the quantum regime on the
right-hand side.59 Furthermore, we observe that the thermal
regime is larger for stronger damping, i.e., the system be-
comes more classical.

While a real time approach to dissipative decay is
feasible,61–64 a simpler alternative is provided by an imagi-
nary time calculation where the partition functionZb is con-
sidered. Since the potentials40d is not bounded from below,
it is no surprise that strictly speakingZb does not exist. From
the path integral point of view there exists an unstable fluc-
tuation mode around the barrier which leads to a saddle point
in function space. One can circumvent this difficulty by per-
forming the integration in the direction of steepest descent.
The partition function and as a consequence also the free
energy then acquire an imaginary part which may be related
to the decay rate.31,32 For details of this relation we refer the
reader to the discussion in Ref. 65.

The transition between thermal and quantum regime can
be well understood within the path integral picture by con-
sidering the possible classical paths of duration"b in the
inverted cubic potential. For high temperatures or short
imaginary times"b the only classical solutions are the con-

stant solutionsq=0 in the well andqb=2q0/3 at the barrier.
Below a temperature given by the positive solution of

n1
2 + un1uĝsun1ud − vb

2 = 0 s41d

a second fluctuation mode becomes unstable, thereby indi-
cating a new classical solution which performs an oscillation
around the barrier.66 This new solution is associated with
quantum tunnelling. Therefore,s41d defines the crossover
temperature which for Ohmic damping is given by59

T0 =
"

2pkB
FSg2

4
+ vb

2D1/2

−
g

2
G . s42d

As discussed above, stronger damping leads to a lower cross-
over temperature and smaller quantum regime. It thus makes
the system more classical. A distinct feature of the dissipa-
tive quantum decay in the low temperature regime is its al-
gebraic enhancement of the decay rate with temperature.31

For the case of an Ohmic environment with a constant fric-
tion behavior at low frequencies one finds a universal
T2-enhancement of both, the prefactor and the effective ac-
tion, with the latter dominating the exponential rate
enhancement.31,67

VI. SUNDRY REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS

With this work we elucidated the topic of quantum
Brownian noise which drives the dynamics of open dissipa-
tive quantum systems. We have emphasized the strong im-
plications that thermal equilibrium and time-reversal symme-
try sleading to detailed balance symmetryd imposes on the
reduced system dynamics. We also pointed out the advanta-
geous use of the path integral scheme for the case of nonlin-
earity and strong friction.

This method seemingly is superior to any perturbative
scheme that treats the system–bath coupling to low orders
only, such as the weak coupling master equation
methodology.17–20 There are recent developments in the
strong friction regime, where an alternative description in
terms of a quantum Smoluchowski equation is promising,68

see also the contribution by Grabert, Ankerhold, and Pechu-
kas in this Focus Issue.

A consequent use of the so-called rotating-wave approxi-
mations also may entail some danger. It safely can be applied
only in the weak coupling regime for resonant situations. We
remark that the use of the rotating-wave approximation im-
plies a violation of the Ehrenfest theorem in the order of
g2,13,69 which is clearly small only in the weak coupling
regime, i.e., forg!v0, with v0

−1 denoting some typical time
scale of the system dynamics. The same remarks apply to the
failure of the quantum regression theorem:13,70,71Again, the
effect might be small forsid very weak damping,sii d not too
low temperatures obeyingkBT@"g, and siii d not too short
evolution times.

The generalized quantum Langevin equation discussed
in Sec. IV is formally exact for nonlinear quantum systems.
Its practical use is typically restricted, however, to linear
systems for which the response can be evaluated in closed
form. This holds true even for time-dependent linear systems
for which the response is still linear although the evaluation

FIG. 3. Cubic potential as defined in Eq.s40d.

FIG. 4. Arrhenius plot for the decay rate of a metastable state. The damping
strength varies from the upper to the lower curve asg /2v0=0,0.5, and 1
sdata taken from Ref. 60d.
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involves the use of numerical Floquet theory.52 The lack of
knowledge of this generally nonlinear response function also
plagues the evaluation of the corresponding generalized mas-
ter equations.

This problem of obtaining the generalized master equa-
tion from the nonlinear generalized Langevin equation is not
solved either for the classical problem with colored noise.27

It is also this very problem that limits the practical use of the
various variants of recently derived stochastic Schrödinger
approaches.12

Likewise, the use of nonlinear, but nonstochastic
Schrödinger equations of the type discussed and surveyed in
Refs. 72–74 can clearly not describe the time evolution of a
quantum mechanical mixture, nor do these nonlinear deter-
ministic approaches obey, in general, the Heisenberg uncer-
tainty relation.73,74

There have been repeated attempts since the early days
of quantum mechanics to explain quantum phenomena in
terms of Einstein’s theory of classical diffusion. Early efforts
in this direction were those of Fürth,75 Fényes,76 Weizel,77

and Favella.78 This credo has been popularized later by
Nelson10,79under the label of “Stochastic Mechanics.” It can
convincingly be demonstrated, however, that a quantum dy-
namics is quite distinct from a classical Markovian—or even
non-Markovian—stochastic dynamics.11,80 This holds even
more so, if one attempts to incorporate the quantum dissipa-
tion for an open system.

These sundry remarks thus give clear evidence that
the topic of quantum Brownian motion—although 100
years have passed since Einstein’s cornerstone
contribution1—cannot be considered as “solved.” For ex-
ample, little is presently known also for the description and
the role of quantum noise acting in steady state, far from
equilibrium situations, i.e., when several baths of different
nature and/or different temperature are coupled to the non-
linear system of interest.

The latter case is also of salient importance for the de-
scription of the quantum dynamics of so-called quantum
Brownian motors.81 In those applications quantum Brownian
noise is utilized in combination with nonequilibriumsclassi-
cal or quantumd fluctuations to perform exploitable work
against external bias forces. In summary, the field of quan-
tum Brownian motion is very much alive and lots of chal-
lenges still need to be addressed and mastered.
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